
Slovenian Team Selection Tests 1998

First Test

1. Find all functionsf : R → R that satisfy

f
(

(x− y)2) = f (x)2−2x f (y)+ y2 for all x,y ∈ R.

2. A semicircle with centerO and diameterAB is given. PointM on the extension
of AB is taken so thatAM > BM. A line throughM intersects the semicircle at
C andD so thatCM < DM. The circumcircles of trianglesAOD andOBC meet
again at pointK. Prove thatOK andKM are perpendicular.

3. (a) Alenka has two jars, each with 6 marbles labeled with numbers 1 through
6. She draws one marble from each jar at random. Denote bypn the prob-
ability that the sum of the labels of the two drawn marbles isn. Compute
pn for eachn ∈ N.

(b) Barbara has two jars, each with 6 marbles which are labeled with unknown
numbers. The sets of labels in the two jars may differ and two marbles in
the same jar can have the same label. If she draws one marble from each jar
at random, the probability that the sum of the labels of the drawn marbles
is n equals the probabilitypn in Alenka’s case. Determine the labels of the
marbles. Find all solutions.

Second Test

1. Find all positive integersx andy such thatx+y2+z3 = xyz, wherez is the greatest
common divisor ofx andy.

2. On a linep which does not meet a circleK with centerO, pointP is taken such
thatOP ⊥ p. Let X 6= P be an arbitrary point onp. The tangents fromX to K

touch it atA andB. Denote byC andD the orthogonal projections ofP on AX
andBX respectively.

(a) Prove that the intersection pointY of AB and OP is independent of the
location ofX .

(b) LinesCD andOP meet atZ. Prove thatZ is the midpoint ofPY .

3. Let a0 = 1998 andan+1 =
a2

n

an +1
for each nonnegative integern. Prove that

[an] = 1994−n for 0≤ n ≤ 1000.
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